
INSTALLING YOUR ENCLOSURE

For sizes:  
  8ft round  /      2.44m 

  10ft round /      3.00m

  12ft round /      3.65m

  14ft round /      4.26m

Only applicable if you have ordered  
an enclosure.

CAPITAL IN-GROUND
TRAMPOLINE ENCLOSURE 

Installation Guide
(Full and Half Net Enclosures) 
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Metal Enclosure Poles
(Full Enclosure): 8
(Half Enclosure): 5

Sleeved Netting with Foam Inserts 1

QuantityPart Name

ENCLOSURE PARTS LIST

Time required 
 
Fitting a full or half enclosure will take 2 people approximately 10 minutes.


10 min
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Take the Enclosure Net complete with foam inserts and lay flat on the trampoline mat 
with the zip entrance facing towards you.

Insert 2 enclosure poles into the sleeves on either side of the zip in positions 1 and 2 of 
this diagram. Then insert 2 further poles opposite the first two, in positions 5 and 6. 

Insert each of the poles into the correct enclosure socket through the 10cm slot 
between the pad sections (see picture below). 

Finally with the enclosure now half-assembled and upright, insert the remaining poles 
into the sleeves in positions 3, 4, 7 and 8 and then into the enclosure sockets. The 
bottom of the net runs along the vented pads and is not tied off in any way.

Take the Enclosure Net complete with foam inserts and lay flat on the trampoline mat.

Insert all enclosure poles into the sleeves 

Insert each of the poles into the enclosure sockets (on whichever side you want the net) 
through the 10cm slot between the pad sections (see picture below)

HALF ENCLOSURE INSTRUCTIONS

FULL ENCLOSURE INSTRUCTIONS
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Tel: 0044 1276 855600  
sales@capitalplay.co.uk   
www.capitalplay.co.uk

Capital Play Ltd. 2/3 Higher Park Farm, 
Halebourne Lane, Chobham, Surrey, GU24 8SL.

We're here to help 
 01276 855600

Seriously happy 
kids guaranteed!

Follow instructions  
carefully




